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Re: Request from Masjid Nabwi Group 

People  

 Mn Moderator 

  

  

 19 Dec 2008 

To 

 me 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


assalam alekum wr wb 

  

thanks brother for understanding the values, kindly share your knowledge with all the ummath through our group, whenever we sent your link to our new 

muslims brothers and non muslims, they appreciated, so we request you to please if possible kindly start to teach us daily one verse with complete 

translation and tafseer so that everybody in the group can gain the knowlege and earn the aqirat. 

  

jazakalalh 

moderator 

 

 

From: DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> 

To: mn.moderator <mn.moderator@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Friday, December 19, 2008 3:01:52 PM 

Subject: Re: Request from Masjid Nabwi Group 

Wa laikum salam, 

  

                             Thank you very much for this special dispensation, Brothers, and I'm sure that 

your faith in my valuable e-mails will be justified.  Of course I have no objection in writing the 

Salam on the Prophet Sallalaho Alaihi wa Sallam in full! 



 
"mn.moderator" <mn.moderator@yahoo.com> wrote: 

Assalam alekum wr wb 

Dear Brother, 

All our moderators of this group, have been decided to give you green 

channel, it means no body will moderate your emails, this facility we 

given you based on your past emails, only the thing we request from 

your side is, reply the cretics in polite way, and please whenever you 

type our last and final prophet names, plesae write with full 

salutation to our beloved Prophet Mohammed as Peace Be Upon Him (not 

just sas, pbuh swad etc.etc.), its a request, 

 

If you want to attached your files in our group, you can do and inform 

the group by sending email 

 

Jazakallah and keep continue your good emails & advises in the group 

 

Moderators, Masjid Nabwi Group 

 

MsWord Quran text with English Translation www.quranictopics.com 

 AURANG ZEB 

  

  

 20 Dec 2008 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


To 

 me 

  

 Nawaz1954@gmail.com 

 
 

 

Dear Brothers 
  
Assalam-u-Alaikum  
  
Attached are Ms Word Quran text and English Translation. 
And here is the link of some special Arabic and Urdu Fonts. 
http://www.daroos.com/new%20fonts.zip  
Hope these will be helpful in your work and please don't forget me in your prayers. 
  
For more please visit www.quranictopics.com 
  
Regards 
Your brother in Islam 
Aurangzeb 
 

New Email addresses available on Yahoo!  
Get the Email name you've always wanted on the new @ymail and @rocketmail. 

http://www.daroos.com/new%20fonts.zip
http://www.quranictopics.com/
http://sg.rd.yahoo.com/aa/mail/domainchoice/mail/signature/*http:/mail.promotions.yahoo.com/newdomains/aa/


Hurry before someone else does! 

 

Get your preferred Email name!  
Now you can @ymail.com and @rocketmail.com. 

 

Re: Important - Your feedback needed for Islamic research purposes. 

 Sajda Shiraz 

  

  

 20 Dec 2008 

To 

 me 

dear dr azam 

  

when someone is feeling down they are usually not able to concentrate on anything etc. 

when i feel up to it i will send you a reply to your email but you on the other hand don't need to repley to my predicament. please just delete the email. 

thanks 

http://sg.rd.yahoo.com/aa/mail/domainchoice/mail/signature/*http:/mail.promotions.yahoo.com/newdomains/aa/
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


 

 

From: DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> 

To: sajda2@btinternet.com 

Sent: Tuesday, 9 December, 2008 5:14:21 PM 

Subject: Important - Your feedback needed for Islamic research purposes. 

Assalamu Alaykum & Eid Mubarak! 

  

                 HERE'S THE ATTACHMENT. 

  

This is Dr Azam, Author, from Manchester, UK.  I would be grateful if you could spare some time to 

read the attached SELECTED ISLAMIC CORRESPONDENCE and then give your comments by return e-mail.  I 

look forward to replies from 100 people and you are one of these hundred.  Please answer these 

questions: 

  

1.         Which letters did you find interesting? 

2.         Did you learn anything from these letters?  If so, what? 

3.         Other remarks of your own. 

  



You can forward this Attachment to family/friends, to others to add to blogs, websites etc and, of 

course, use it yourself. 

  

Jazakum Allah Khairan 

  

Dr Umar 

 

 

Please assist 

 Jumaraz Pirjamal 

  

  

 21 Dec 2008 

To 

 me 

Dear Dr. Umar, 
Assalam Alaikum, 
  
Hope this mail finds you well. I had the below dream and I wanted to ask you of it. Please advice. 
  

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


My Dream (At night time, between 3 – 4am). 
I saw that there are 2 persons who are bringing a piece of land and showing me the grave of Hazrat Ali. But then they bring another piece of land and says 
that this is Hazrat Ali’s grave. Then they say no and brings another piece of land and shows me a grave (not higher then the earth level) and says this is 
Hazrat Ali’s grave. Hazrat Ali’s turban (large and bit heavy) was kept on top of the grave. I cannot remember but they said that this grave is in Mauritania , 
Morocco or Maghrib but the name started with M. I then took the turban and placed it on my head with the permission of those two persons. I then took a 
snap of myself from my mobile as I was very happy wearing the turban of Hazrat Ali. Then I woke up and it was a little time left for the Fajr Azan. Please 
advice about this dream. I will be very thankful to you. 
  
Juma Raz Pir Jamal 
Operations Supervisor 
Aramex International, Dubai Internet City . 
  
tel: +971 4 3643093, fax: +971 4 3908592, mob: +971 50 4400042 
www.aramex.com 

  
For a greener planet, please don't print this email unless necessary. 

 

 

RE: Help youself to all these free Islamic Attachments from my Website! 

People  

 abida dar 

  

  

 21 Dec 2008 

To 

 me 

http://www.aramex.com/
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


Aslamualikum  

  

would like to knw if bounty in single packet is halal or not thanks a lot  

JAzakilllah 

 

RE: Help youself to all these free Islamic Attachments from my Website! 

People  

 abida dar 

  

  

 22 Dec 2008 

To 

 me 

Aslamualikum  

                hummm i rearly sees a dream ,i hve seen ur list cudnt find any dream which i can think i hve seen, or helped me finding the meaning of it ,but i hope 

u must be doing Gud  

Thanks  

 

 

  

 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


 

Date: Mon, 22 Dec 2008 14:15:40 +0000 

From: dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk 

Subject: RE: Help youself to all these free Islamic Attachments from my Website! 

To: abidadar58@hotmail.com 

 

Wa laikum salam, Abida 

  

Unfortunately, Bounty is not halal at all.  See: 

  

http://www.gmwa.org.uk/foodguide2/index.php?page=viewquestion&id=197 

  

PS I'm still awaiting your comments on the Correspondence Attachment. 

 

 

Read amazing stories to your kids on Messenger. Try it Now! 

RE: Help youself to all these free Islamic Attachments from my Website! 

People  

 abida dar 

http://www.gmwa.org.uk/foodguide2/index.php?page=viewquestion&id=197
http://clk.atdmt.com/UKM/go/117588488/direct/01/
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


  

  

 22 Dec 2008 

To 

 me 

Aslamualikum 

                 wot do u say about taweesz , is wearing a taweez permissible coz i hve find out its nt according to sunnah . 

JazaKALLAH 

 

 

 

Please assist 

 Jumaraz Pirjamal 

  

  

 22 Dec 2008 

To 

 me 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


Thanks a lot for your reply and I am so happy for my dream. I went to perform Umrah in the last 10 days of Ramadan and there I prayed to Allah that I may 
see several Prophets and the 4 Khalifa’s in my dreams. I am so thankful to you and My Allah as well. 
  
I have just 2 more dreams please (Last from my end): 

1 - I saw this dream when I was on a 18days Tableek outing and I was sleeping at night in the Masjid. 

  
I saw in my dream that I entered one mosque and I saw groups of 2 peoples each all over the mosque (2 people sitting together in groups away 
from each other and discussing something). As I entered the mosque, on my left hand side I saw a grave of our last prophet which was not higher 
then the earth’s level. 
What does this dream mean as I called one of our scholars and he said that it means that I will be having one Hajj Insha-Allah in my life time. 
  

2 – My sister saw a strange dream that 2 people were digging a big hole and keeping a lot of pots in it. Each pot was having a head of a human and was 

alive. Means all those pots carrying heads of humans were kept by these 2 people inside the big hole which they dug. Then these 2 people took mud and 
were putting or massaging on all the heads / faces in the pots getting ready to burry them. 
  
I will really be thankful and appreciate your reply. Sorry for disturbing you Sir. Thanks a lot. 
  
Juma Raz Pir Jamal 
Operations Supervisor 
Aramex International, Dubai Internet City . 
  
tel: +971 4 3643093, fax: +971 4 3908592, mob: +971 50 4400042 
www.aramex.com 

  
For a greener planet, please don't print this email unless necessary. 

 

 

i want some information about my dreams 

 Hina Javed 

  

  

http://www.aramex.com/
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


 23 Dec 2008 

To 

 uazam_@hotmail.com 

  

 me 

  

 dr.umarazam@gmail.com 

 

Asalam o Alaikum 

  

i have read in your website about dreams interpretation. 

  

I really need to know about some of my dreams: 

  

1) I usually saw true dreams, i mean that watever i saw in my dreams , the next day or after 2-3 days , it would happen 

  



2) I need to know about plane crash, I have been seen this dream for 2-3 years, that I was watching a airplane and it crashed. Or sometimes i saw 

the airplane was flying very low, and I was worried it might be hit any building or anything , in dream it wasnt happen, but the plane crashed. and sometimes 

the plane fell down. i saw this kind of dreams serveral times and its very clear to me also. 

I never got any injiury while i saw the plane fell down or crashed. 

  

  

 

 

check out the rest of the Windows Live™. More than mail–Windows Live™ goes way beyond your inbox. More than messages 

 

Multicul-Pluralism Grp] Fw: THE PLEASURES OF SEEKING KNOWLEDGE 

 Packeer Mohamed 

  

  

 23 Dec 2008 

To 

 Multiculturalism-PluralismGroup@yahoogroups.com 

 
 

http://www.microsoft.com/windows/windowslive/
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


--- On Tue, 12/23/08, abusaajid syed <abusaajids@gmail. com>wrote: 
 

From: abusaajid syed <abusaajids@gmail. com> 
Subject: THE PLEASURES OF SEEKING KNOWLEDGE 
To: bestwordskfu@ yahoo.com 
Date: Tuesday, December 23, 2008, 7:00 AM 

THE PLEASURES OF SEEKING KNOWLEDGE  

Dr. Ibrahim B. Syed 

  

The rise of Muslims to the zenith of civilization in a period of four decades was based on Islam's emphasis on learning. This is obvious when one 
takes a look at the Quran and the traditions of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) which are filled with references to learning, education, observation, 

and the use of reason. 

The very first verse of the Quran revealed to the Prophet of Islam on the night of 27thof Ramadan in 611 AD reads: 

  

"Recite:  In the name of the Lord who created man from a clot. Recite:  And thy Lord is the Most Generous Who taught by the pen, taught man 
that which he knew not." (Quran, 96:1-5). 

  

"Are those who have knowledge and those who have no knowledge alike? Only the men understanding are mindful."  (Quran, 39.9). 

  

The Quran encourages people towards scientific research: 



"And whoso brings the truth and believes therein such are the dutiful." (Quran, 39:33). 

  

Every Muslim man's and every Muslim woman's prayer should be: 

"My Lord! Enrich me with knowledge.." (Quran, 20:114). 

  

The pursuit of knowledge and the use of reason, based on sense and observation is made obligatory on all believers. 

  

The following traditions of the Prophet (PBUH) supplement the foregoing teachings of the Quran in the following way: 

  

 Seek knowledge" even though it be in China" 
 "The acquisition of knowledge is compulsory for every Muslim, whether made or female." 
 "The ink of the scholar is more sacred than the blood of the martyr." 
 "Seek knowledge from the cradle to the grave" 
 "God has revealed to me, 'Whoever walks in the pursuit of knowledge I facilitate for him the way to heaven." 
 "The best form of worship is the pursuit of knowledge." 
 Scholars should endeavor to spread knowledge and provide education to people who have been deprived of it.  For, where knowledge is hidden it 

disappears." 
 Some one asked the Prophet (PBUH): "Who is the biggest scholar?" He replied: "He who is constantly trying to learn from others, for a scholar is ever 

hungry for more knowledge." 
 "Seek knowledge and wisdom, or whatever the vessel from which it flows, you will never be the loser." 
 "Contemplating deeply for one hour (with sincerity) is better than 70 years of (mechanical) worship." 
 "To listen to the words of the learned and to instill unto others the lessons of science is better than religious exercises." 
 "Acquire knowledge: it enables its possessor to distinguish right from the wrong, it lights the way to heaven; it is our friend in the desert, our society in 



solitude, our friend in the desert, our society in solitude, our companion when friendless – it guides us to happiness; it sustains us in misery; it is an 

ornament among friends and an armor against enemies." 
  

The Islamic Empire for more than 1,000 years remained the most advanced civilization in the world.  The main reasons for this was that  Islam 
stressed the importance and respect of learning, forbade destruction, cultivated a respect for authority, discipline, and tolerance for other 
religions.  The teachings of the Quran and Sunnah inspired many Muslims to their accomplishments in science and medicine. 

  

By the tenth century their zeal and enthusiasms for learning resulted in all essential Greek medical and scientific writings being translated into 
Arabic in Damascus, Cairo and Baghdad.  Arabic became the international language of learning and diplomacy. The center of scientific 
knowledge and activity shifted eastward, and Baghdad emerged as the capital of the scientific world.  The Muslims became scientific innovators 
with originality and productivity. 

  

For example Islamic medicine is one of the most famous and best known facets of Islamic civilization in which the Muslims excelled.  The 
Muslims were the great torchbearers of International Scientific research.  Some of the best and most eloquent praises of science came from the 
pens of Muslim scientists who considered their work to be acts of worship.  The same motives led to the establishment of Al-Azhar (800 AD) the 
first university in the world.  They hit the 'source ball of knowledge" over the fence to Europe.  In the words of Camphell, "The European 
medical system is Arabian not only in origin but also in its structure.  The Arabs are the intellectual forbearers of the Europeans." 

  

Learning is a natural pleasure.  This pleasure is inborn and instinctive.  The pleasure of learning is one of the essential pleasures of the human 
race.  Without learning, survival itself is threatened. 

  

The process of learning starts right after birth.  It is true that babies who can barely talk investigate problems with all the zeal and excitement of 
explorers, make discoveries with the passion and absorption of dedicated scientists. At the end of each successful investigation, one can see on 



the tiny face an expression of innocent and pure heartfelt pleasure.  The process of physical growth stops when a boy or girl reaches puberty, that 
is with the on set of menses in the girls and with the change in the voice and growth of moustache and beard in boys.  After puberty it is 
impossible to increase the height both in boys and girls. 

  

On the other hand the mental faculties grow from birth until death. At some point in our lifetime, the physical body becomes sick or ill and 
gradually dies; even the emotions become duller. But the mind continues to live, and even grows more lively and active, enjoys itself more, 
works and plays with more expansion and delight.  I have seen grandparents obtaining Bachelors, Masters and Ph.D degrees at the ages of 70, 80 
or 90.. 

  

There are many examples in the history of Art, Music and Science, of both men and women  who significantly contributed and lead mentally 
productive lives till their ripe old ages.  Learning extends our lives into new dimensions. It is cumulative.  Instead of diminishing in time, like 
health and strength, its dividends go on increasing, provided one continues to learn throughout life and integrate the thoughts and make learning 
harmonious.  One should make it a point to learn at least one piece of new information each day. 

  

The pleasure of learning is not confined to learning from textbooks, which are too often tedious.  But it does include learning from books, 
magazines (periodicals) , newspapers, movies, television, radio and traveling.     

  

When you stand in a big library in front of thousands of books do not think they are lumps of lifeless paper, but they are minds alive on the 
shelves. Each has its own voice, which is as inaudible as the radiobroadcast waves falling directly on ears.  Just as one switches on the radio to 
listen, similarly a person needs to open a book to hear the voice far distant in time and space.  One can hear the voice speaking, mind to mind. 
And heart to heart.  Reading of books gives you two different delights.  One is the pleasure of understanding the unknown and the 
unexpected.  The other pleasure is of deepening one's knowledge of a specified field. 



  

Apart from books, learning means keeping the mind open and active to receive all kinds of experience.  As pointed out earlier there is great 
emphasis on learning and seeking knowledge in Islam.  The Prophet Mohammed (PBUH) ordered Muslims to be active in their search for 
learning, beyond oceans and continents if necessary. "Seek knowledge even in China", he said.  Learning  also means learning to practice ones 
own professional skills – that of a physician, engineer, musician or craftsman. 

  

Crafts and hobbies lead you into fresh fields of enjoyment and give you relaxation and activity without tension.  One should know that tension is 
the prime cause of heart attacks, ulcers, hypertension, and most of the human diseases. 

  

Traveling is an important activity in the pleasures of learning.  There are many examples of exceptionally informed peopled who never read 
books and newspapers, but acquire knowledge through traveling. One should travel with an open mind, an alert eye and a wish to understand 
other people and other places. 

  

A saying of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) is:  With knowledge man rises to the heights of goodness and to a noble position, associated with 
sovereigns in this world, and attains the perfection of happiness in the next. 

  

It is fitting here to mention the story of Diogenes, the great Greek philosopher who lived during the time of Alexander the Great.  Diogenes was 
a very learned man who shunned both power and wealth.  He was known to have wandered around searching for an honest man carrying a 
lantern during day and night.  He gave up everything he possessed, except a coconut shell for drinking water.  One day he saw a man drinking 
water forming a cup with his hand..  After seeking this Diogenes threw away his last possession, the coconut shell. 

  



The name of Diogenes spread throughout Greece.  Alexander the Great heard about Diogenes and one day decided to see him.  Mounted on 
horseback, Alexander the Great went to Diogenes who was sitting on the ground.  Alexander said, "Oh Diogenes, I have heard a great deal about 
you and your life.  I am very much impressed by  your life and it is my earnest desire to help you in whatever way I can.  Please let me 
know your desires so that I can fulfill them".  To which Diogenes replied "Your Excellency my only request is that you get aside and allow the 
sun's rays to fall on my body." Alexander the Great was deeply moved by Diogenes's reply and said "If I were not Alexander the Great.  I would 
be Diogenes."  Now the point I want to make here is that Diogenes never went to Alexander the Great, but that Alexander the Great came to 
Diogenes for he was such a learned philosopher. 

  

There are many people in this world who have played themselves to death.  Nobody ever died because of thinking or learning.  People who 
avoid learning or abandon it, find no joy in life, find that life is dry.  No learner  has ever run short of subjects to explore. The pleasures of 
learning lead to happiness.  One can live a long, healthy and rewarding life by attaining and preserving the happiness of learning.  Learning is 
everyone's birthright. Everyone – young or old, rich or poor, male or female, has access to learning.  Exercise your birthright.  Remember what 
you have learned cannot be taken away by others. 

  

Dr. Ibrahim B. Syed is President of Islamic Research Foundation International Inc. 

  

                                                (Courtesy:  The Muslim World League Journal) 
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Opinions expressed by individual members in this  

Group are not necessarily  ours  as we may not always  

agree or subscribe to their viewpoints but allow their postings  

in the spirit of "freedom of expression". 

 

The recipient of this email hereby acknowledges that any views expressed in this email are those of the Individual sender and is to be viewed more as an educational an/or social 

purpose and is not intended to imply, insinuate or assume anything and we reserve the right to repeal, change, amend, modify, add, or withdraw the contents herein without notice or 

obligation or to even post them in absolute good faith without assuming any direct or indirect responsibility. 

 

Members are urged to show restraint - submit articles that will benefit members and make sure that no copyright material is used without permission and that others members are not 

unduly offended or caused any undue discomfort or pain. 
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Welcome to the Quranic_Topics group 

 Quranic_Topics Moderator 

  

  

 24 Dec 2008 

To 

 me 

 

Hello, 

 

I've added you to my Quranic_Topics group at Yahoo! Groups, a free,  

easy-to-use service. Yahoo! Groups makes it easy to send and receive 

group messages, coordinate events, share photos and files, and more. 

(NOTE: Quranic_Topics is an announcement/newsletter group, so  

only the group moderator may post messages.) 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

We have collections of the verses of the Holy Quran on different 

topics with some translations. This is really something 

attractive and important for you. If you want to understand Islam 

in the light of the Holy Quran, join us and know that how 

powerful are the words of our Creator.  

 

 

Important information about the Quranic_Topics group 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

* To leave the group, you can unsubscribe by replying to this message, 

  or by sending an email to: 

  Quranic_Topics-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com  

 

* To learn more about the Quranic_Topics group, please visit: 

  http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Quranic_Topics 

 

* To view and modify all of your groups, visit: 

  http://groups.yahoo.com/mygroups 

 

Regards, 

 

Moderator, Quranic_Topics  

 

Report abuse: 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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service rules for moderators to add subscribers to a group against 

their wishes. If you feel this has happened, please notify us: 
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Bravenet Forum New Message Notification 

 membernotify@bravenet.com 

  

  

 24 Dec 2008 

To 

 me 

Forum Notification 

Someone has just posted a new entry in your Bravenet Forum. 

 

 

The message was posted by Tariq H Mahesar (from the ip address 125.209.115.235). 

Subject: 

Seeking Dream Interpretation 

Email: 

tmahesar@yahoo.com 

http://groups.yahoo.com/s?tag=b5u3XrZ-v3iZsQvz2BFuLPR2BvscENwi3raTbsbaAQWv6dblnBzXdCGlcS5jnVLD5L9HjI3iJaTeV051ldx27g
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4
http://pub7.bravenet.com/forum/show.php?usernum=562506481


Instant Messenger: 

yahoo messenger (tmaheasr@yahoo.ciom) 

Website: 

Country 

Pakistan 

Message: 
Dear Dr Umar sahib while searching about dreams I found your site and I would like to seek your interpration of a same dream seen by myself & my 
wife with interval of few nights. Kindly let me know how can post you the dream to seek its transcription. Regards Tariq Mahesar 
If you want to delete Forum entries you can do so by logging in to the Bravenet Members Area. 
 

 

Upgrade To Bravenet Professional Forum 

This will remove advertising from your Forum. 

To upgrade, login to your Members Area and upgrade your service through your service manager - just look under "Utilities." 

Check out this offer! 
Coke or Pepsi? Submit your vote and receive a free $100 Restaurant Gift Card! US Residents only. CLICK HERE! 

If you have any problems with your Forum, please contact our Support Center. 
You are receiving this email because you have selected that you want to be notified when your service is used. If you no longer want to receive these emails, you can login to 
your Bravenet Members Areaand select to stop receiving notifications for this service. 

 

[No Subject] 

 Humaira Ahmed 

  

  

 24 Dec 2008 

http://www.bravenet.com/global/login.php
http://www.bravenet.com/global/login.php
http://mercury.bravenet.com/rover/c?id=52026
http://support.bravenet.com/
http://www.bravenet.com/
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


To 

 uazam_@hotmail.com 

  

 me 

  

 dr.umarazam@gmail.com 

Assalamwalaikum, 

 

I  read that you give interpretations about dreams. 

 

I have had this persistant dream from the past 7-8 years in which im in a very dark place (I don't know which place) and running away from something which is 

trying to catch me.I have never seen what is tryin to catch me...i dont know whether its just a feeling or there is something really behind me.I keep running and 

try to scream but am unable to...my voice dissapears.Simultaneously while im watching this dream..im actually trying to scream in real and my sister gets 

disturbed of it. 

Please tell me what this dream means and  if there is any way to stop it from reoccurring. 

 

Thank you in advance 

 

Ms. Humaira Ahmed. 

 

It’s the same Hotmail®. If by “same” you mean up to 70% faster. Get your account now. 

 

http://windowslive.com/online/hotmail?ocid=TXT_TAGLM_WL_hotmail_acq_broad1_122008


[Bazm-e-Yaaraan] Digital Qur'an-Take your Holy Qur'an with you anywhere -- view colorful text and listen to high-

quality audio in one click 

People  

 Cristina Kidman 

  

  

 24 Dec 2008 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Digital Qur'an 

Take your Holy Qur'an with you anywhere -- view colorful text and listen to high-quality audio in one 
click  
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Take your Holy Qur'an with you anywhere -- view colorful text and listen to high-quality audio in one click  

Qur'an translation in English, French, German, Turkish, Malaysian, Indonesian and Urdu 
Prayer times and Qibla Direction for World Cities with Adhan alarm 

Complete Tafseer Ibn Khather book in Arabic 
Complete Reyadh As-Saliheen book (Hadeeth Collection in Arabic) 

Names of Allah (images and audio) 
Surah and verse number will be stored in memory even after power off 

Voice recorder (10-minute duration) 
Daily supplications with audio and English translation - Doaa Khatam Al-Qur'an (voice of Shaikh Sudais) 

Surah/verse menu bookmarking and repeat functions 
Beautiful full-screen clock with 5 user alarm settings 

Built-in speaker and color LCD with more than 65,000 colors 
Power: AC/DC adapter or PC USB port 

Long-life rechargeable battery 
 

 

Dream Interpretation 

 Tariq Mahesar 

  

  

 25 Dec 2008 

To 

 me 

Respected Dr Umer Sahib 
I really appreciate your prompt reply and thank you so much for your help . I was looking for appropriate person and seeking contacts to help me in this 
respect and your kind guidance in this respect would be very helpful. 
 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Bazm-e-Yaaran/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Bazm-e-Yaaran/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Bazm-e-Yaaran/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Bazm-e-Yaaran/
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Bazm-e-Yaaran/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Bazm-e-Yaaran/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Bazm-e-Yaaran/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Bazm-e-Yaaran/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Bazm-e-Yaaran/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Bazm-e-Yaaran/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Bazm-e-Yaaran/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Bazm-e-Yaaran/
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


Prior to narrate my dream, I would like to let u know briefly about our prevailing circumstances. Actually few months back my wife is diagnosed with cervix 
Carcinoma (Cancer) , Doctors suggested Radiation therapy but my wife was not willing for it therefore sought alternative therapy from one of Homeopathic 
Doctor and his therapy remained continued till this dream and now discontinued. 
 
My Wife Dream (Earlier). 
She saw that we are going to gather and passing through a place where that Homeopathic Doctor’s clinic exists (though that location seems different than his 
true clinic which is in his house in fact) so I am asking my wife to stand here let see if doctor is here to say salaam to him. I took step forward and upon my 

inquiry if doctor is there someone informed me that Doctor sahib ispassed away! to hear so I silently cry and re-informed to my wife while coming back to 
her. 
 
My Dream (Few days Later): 
I can see two plumbing workers doing their job on galvanized pipes and I am just talking with them regarding their work (Which I do not remember, What I 
spoke to them exactly) both of them are standing just near to our apartment building, immediately I saw my wife coming out and crying loud .I asked her the 

reason and she informed me that her Doctor is passed away , now who will give her medicine and some how I can see rear side of photo frame perhaps 
she has taking photo of doctor too. 
 
Summary:   
In the both of dreams significance appears a death of Doctor who is treating my wife and the dream is seen both of us in way that when she saw I was crying 
and when I saw she was crying. 
 
Dr Sahib I would be grateful if You please help in this respect. 
 
Regards 
Tariq H Mahesar 
Karachi-Pakistan 

 

Dream Interperatation 

 Tariq Mahesar 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


  

  

 26 Dec 2008 

To 

 me 

 
 
Dr Sahib 

Thank you so much for taking time & writing few words in my subject matter. 

  

  

Warm Regards 

Tariq Mahesar 

 

 

RE: Dream 

 Humaira Ahmed 

  

  

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


 26 Dec 2008 

To 

 me 

 

 

Assalamwalikum Dr.Umar, 

  

Thank you for your email.I understand that I have been having misguidance in my life,maybe your are right.There is something else on which i need 

interpretation. 

  

I have loved a guy from the past 8 years..right now I am 23 yrs old.When i got into the relationship I did not know it is haraam..as I thought just having sexual 

intercose with the opposite sex is haraam.I loved him truley and always wanted to marry him.Otherwise I consider myself to be a good muslim..follwing the 5 

pillars of islam.From the past 1 year I started learning about religion...and found out that hijab is compulsory and started following it.Also since now I am in 

marrigable age,the guy who I have loved wants to perform nikah with me.I did ishtiqara once..i saw a dream in which both of us are very happy..v r going to 

the movies..v are eating out..and are happy with each other...i thought of it to be as yes...later things started getting bad..his behaviour towards me started 

changing..though he says he loves me n intends to marry me..he speaks very rudely to me and doesnt appreciate me.I still love him.I did ishtiqara again and 

saw a completely opposite dream.I dreamt that we are in a councelling meet.There is a large crowd.The counsellor is a christian.He points out to the guy I love 

and says "He is the most selfish person in the crowd" and then he points at me and says "and the girl sitting next to him is the biggest idiot sitting here".I am 

utterly confused and dont know what to do.I still love him..but dunno if this marriage is good for my deen and duniya.Kindly guide me. 

Thanking you 

Ms. Humaira Ahmed. 

 

 

Date: Wed, 24 Dec 2008 20:33:54 +0000 

From: dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk 

Subject: Re: Dream 

To: ahmed_humaira@hotmail.com 

 



Wa laikum salam, Humaira 

  

                                      Thanks for contacting me.  Noor in a dream means guidance but darkness means 

misguidance.  I think there's some sort of trouble in your life and it's been stressing you out.  You can read 

the Duas and use the Taweez in the PRACTICAL ISLAMIC ADVICE section of my Site www.dr-umar-azam.com  

 

Humaira Ahmed <ahmed_humaira@hotmail.com> wrote: 

Assalamwalaikum, 

 

I  read that you give interpretations about dreams. 

 

I have had this persistant dream from the past 7-8 years in which im in a very dark place (I don't know which place) and running away from something which is 

trying to catch me.I have never seen what is tryin to catch me...i dont know whether its just a feeling or there is something really behind me.I keep running and 

try to scream but am unable to...my voice dissapears.Simultaneously while im watching this dream..im actually trying to scream in real and my sister gets 

disturbed of it. 

Please tell me what this dream means and  if there is any way to stop it from reoccurring. 

 

Thank you in advance 

 

Ms. Humaira Ahmed. 

 

It’s the same Hotmail®. If by “same” you mean up to 70% faster. Get your account now. 

 

 

http://www.dr-umar-azam.com/
http://windowslive.com/online/hotmail?ocid=TXT_TAGLM_WL_hotmail_acq_broad1_122008


  

Dr Umar Azam   

 

Re: ::TheMerciful:: Important - Your feedback needed for Islamic research purposes. 

 Malik Muhammad Akmal 

  

  

 26 Dec 2008 

To 

 TheMerciful@yahoogroups.com 

 

Dear Dr Umar  

Assalam o Alaikum  

 

thanks for asking for the feed back  

 

The mails you send are really nice  

 

1. i m sorry i cant answer the 1st question as i dont keep the mails in my inbox coz of low mail quota.  

2. i ve learnt many things from your mails, like Increase in my knowledge, and specially i also use to implement in my practical life coz without that, it would 

not be effective  

3. Mails were nice, kindly keep sending. it is also sadqa-e-jaria. .  

 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


JazakAllah.. ..  

 

 

 

Regards, 

 

Malik Muhammad Akmal 

------------ --------- --------- ------ 

LMKR 

House No.34, Street No.48 

F-8/4, Islamabad. 

 

Email: makmal@lmkr. com 

Direct: +92(51) 2097212 

Cell: +(92)331-5440708 

 

 

DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@ yahoo.co. uk>  

Sent by: TheMerciful@ yahoogroups. com 

12/17/2008 12:53 AM 

Please respond to 

TheMerciful@ yahoogroups. com 
 

To TheMerciful@ yahoogroups. com 

cc  

Subject ::TheMerciful: : Important - Your feedback needed for Islamic research purposes. 

 

 

 

 

 



Assalamu Alaykum & Eid Mubarak! 

   
                 This is Dr Azam, Author, from Manchester, UK.  I would be grateful if you could spare some time to read the 
attached SELECTED ISLAMIC CORRESPONDENCE and then give your comments by return e-mail.  I look forward to replies 
from 100 people and you are one of these hundred.  Please answer these questions:  
   
1.         Which letters did you find interesting?  
2.         Did you learn anything from these letters?  If so, what?  
3.         Other remarks of your own.  
   
You can forward this Attachment to family/friends, to others to add to blogs, websites etc and, of course, use it yourself.  
   
Jazakum Allah Khairan  
   
Dr Umar  
 
 
 
   
Dr Umar Azam    
  

  

  

__._,_.___ 
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Messages | Files | Photos | Links | Database | Polls | Calendar 

***AN INVITATION TO THE TRUTH*** 

MARKETPLACE 

 

From kitchen basics to easy recipes - join the Group from Kraft Foods 

  

Change settings via the Web (Yahoo! ID required)  

Change settings via email: Switch delivery to Daily Digest | Switch format to Traditional  

Visit Your Group | Yahoo! Groups Terms of Use | Unsubscribe 

 

 

[MasjidNabwi] Fw: REQUEST FOR USEFUL ISLAMIC BOOKS 

People  

 Masjid Nabwi 

  

  

 26 Dec 2008 

To 

 masjidnabwi@yahoogroups.com 
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Assalam alekum wr wb 

Can any of us help him to get the required books 

 

--- On Fri, 12/26/08, sanusi ladan <sanusiladan@ yahoo.com> wrote: 

 

> From: sanusi ladan <sanusiladan@ yahoo.com> 

> Subject: REQUEST FOR USEFUL ISLAMIC BOOKS 

> To: masjid.nabwi@ yahoo.com 

> Date: Friday, December 26, 2008, 10:53 AM 

> As undergraduate student in katsina state university i write 

> seeking your assistences of some useful islamic books in 

> order to update my self 

> thanks 

> SANUSI LADAN ABUBAKAR 

> DEPT OF ISLAMIC STUDIES 

> FACULTY OF HUMANITIES 

> KATSINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

> P.M.B 2218,KATSINA 

> NIGERIA 

__._,_.___ 

Messages in this topic (1)Reply (via web post) | Start a new topic 

Messages | Files | Photos | Database 

Please note that views expressed in this message(s) are those of the individual sender and sender must be fully responsible of whatsoever written in this message. This group is not 

responsible for the said message. If anyting goes against your wish, we appologize for the inconvenience. We formed this group to unite Ummath in one plot form. However, if you 

have any comments, suggestions, please feel free to contact on Masjid.Nabwi@Yahoo.Com May Almighty Allah forgive us and make our relations strong in the group. 

 

"My Lord! truly, I'm in need of whatever good that You bestow on me!" Quran Sura Al Qasas) 
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MARKETPLACE 

 

From kitchen basics to easy recipes - join the Group from Kraft Foods 

  

Change settings via the Web (Yahoo! ID required)  

Change settings via email: Switch delivery to Daily Digest | Switch format to Traditional  

Visit Your Group | Yahoo! Groups Terms of Use | Unsubscribe 

 

[MasjidNabwi] Books 

 Noel Johnson 

  

  

 26 Dec 2008 

To 

 sanusiladan@yahoo.com 

  

 MasjidNabwi@yahoogroups.com 
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"In the name of God,the most Compassionate,the most Merciful." 

  

Salaam Alaikum, 

  

Look these up on the Internet. They will send a lot of useful link. If you need any  help feel free to mail me at the address below. 

  

contactcims@yahoo.com; 

This is great link. send your mailing address. 

  

HAKIKAT KITABEVI 

TEL# 0.212.523 45 56-532 58 43 

These folks will send 18 volume set on Sunni Islam. 

  

Islamic Propagation Center. 

They send Quran and Hadith set...very useful! 

  

  

mailto:contactcims@yahoo.com


Mr. Noel Jam`eel Abdullah  Johnson 

noelj@cox.net 

http://noel-jameel-abdullah.spaces.live.com/ 
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Re: [MasjidNabwi] Fw: REQUEST FOR USEFUL ISLAMIC BOOKS 

 sanusi ladan 

  

  

 27 Dec 2008 

To 

 MasjidNabwi@yahoogroups.com 

salm 

thank you for the kind of donations,i always welcome it to the fact that i am a university student studying islamic studies 

thanks 

SANUSI A LADAN 

KATSINA/NIGERIA 
 

mailto:noelj@cox.net
http://noel-jameel-abdullah.spaces.live.com/
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4
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--- On Fri, 12/26/08, DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@ yahoo.co. uk> wrote: 

From: DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@ yahoo.co. uk> 
Subject: Re: [MasjidNabwi] Fw: REQUEST FOR USEFUL ISLAMIC BOOKS 
To: MasjidNabwi@ yahoogroups. com 
Date: Friday, December 26, 2008, 11:20 AM 

See http://doctorumaraz am.weebly. com for details of free Islamic books. 

 

Re: [MasjidNabwi] Urdu typing help about Quran 

 muhammad abrar qureshi 

  

  

 27 Dec 2008 

To 

 MasjidNabwi@yahoogroups.com 

Dear Brother 

Thanks for your email.  Are you in the Jeddah 

http://doctorumarazam.weebly.com/
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=27pfltokk7fb4


area? If so, I would be glad to get in touch with 
you. 

Regards 

ABRAR 
 
--- On Sat, 12/27/08, shahnawaz siddiqui <shanawaz_shil@ yahoo.com> wrote: 

From: shahnawaz siddiqui <shanawaz_shil@ yahoo.com> 
Subject: Re: [MasjidNabwi] Urdu typing help about Quran 
To: MasjidNabwi@ yahoogroups. com 
Date: Saturday, December 27, 2008, 3:54 AM 

walaikum Assalam wa Rahmaftullah 
i can type urdu, 

i will help u inthis regard. 

just give me details. 

1.Howmany pages to be type down. 

2.what is the time limit. max. 



3.Urdu can be type in xl,word,etc and in inpage.(which software u prefer) 

u can contact me on my mobile.0509303991 

if u are leaving in KSA. 

othewise u can mail me u r details 

jazakallah 

 

From: Aurangzeb Yousaf <aurangzebyousaf@ yahoo.com> 

To: masjidnabwi@ yahoogroups. com 

Sent: Saturday, December 27, 2008 10:53:16 AM 

Subject: [MasjidNabwi] Urdu typing help about Quran 

Dears 

Assalam-u-Alaikum 

Hope you are fine and in the best of health and faith. 

Could you please do me a favour? 

I have done my research on the topics of the Holy Quran and I have launched a website www.quranictopics. com  and present the verses of the Holy Quran 

on different topics which answer many questions clearing the concepts of the human beings about the most important issues and truths related to our life. 

I am presenting these verses with Urdu and English Translations. My problem is that I don't know Urdu typing and this is why it takes a long time to prepare 

the pages for different topics to upload on the site. I am doing this only to please Allah and to convey his messages to the humanity. If anyone can help me 

and provide me the Urdu Translation of the verses on different topics (I can send you the verses) in MsWord File I will be really grateful and inshallah 

he/she will be rewarded by Allah. 

http://www.quranictopics.com/


You can  help me in preparing only one topic  which will be uploaded on this site and just imagine how many people can visit it and the reward for you from 

Allah......? 

Beleive me this is a great work for Allah only and it can reward us more than we can imagine. 

It will take my 5-10 years to complete my work if I work alone but if I find someone who can help me I can complete it in a short time. 

Looking forward to a positive response from any of  "IBAD-UR-RAHMAN" 

Regards 

A brother in Islam 

 

 

 

__._,_.___ 

Messages in this topic (3)Reply (via web post) | Start a new topic 

Messages | Files | Photos | Database 

Please note that views expressed in this message(s) are those of the individual sender and sender must be fully responsible of whatsoever written in this message. This group is not 

responsible for the said message. If anyting goes against your wish, we appologize for the inconvenience. We formed this group to unite Ummath in one plot form. However, if you 

have any comments, suggestions, please feel free to contact on Masjid.Nabwi@Yahoo.Com May Almighty Allah forgive us and make our relations strong in the group. 

 

"My Lord! truly, I'm in need of whatever good that You bestow on me!" Quran Sura Al Qasas) 

MARKETPLACE 
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From kitchen basics to easy recipes - join the Group from Kraft Foods 

  

Change settings via the Web (Yahoo! ID required)  

Change settings via email: Switch delivery to Daily Digest | Switch format to Traditional  

Visit Your Group | Yahoo! Groups Terms of Use | Unsubscribe 
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